
Banned from Box Hill, 1989 - Returned to Box Hill, 1998 2214 
 

Founded April 14,1975 

Grand Master : 
Chunderos 

(Lorraine Piercy) 
01372 454907 (h)  

07730 202264 (m) 
Joint Masters: 

One In the Eye  
(Linda Cooper) 

 07752 283824 (m) 
Le Pro 

(Stuart Gibb) 
 01483 453794 (h) 
Religious Advisor : 

Bonn Bugle 
(Jo Avey) 

01483 723746 (h) 
07718 903493 (m) 

Clutcher’s Mate : 
Atalanta 

(Karen Peek)  
07810 553755 (h) 

H-sh Cash : 
J-Arthur 

(Arthur Thomas) 
01483  224491 (h) 
07986 048618 (m) 

Trail Master: 
Dr. Death 

(Peter Fleming) 
01932 853660 (h) 

Bashes 
Shit For Brains 
(Steve Parker) 

01483 833270 (h) 
DapperHasherie: 

Ballista  
(Sarah Maltby)  

01372 458217 (h)  
07733 310641 (m) 

Biermeister: 
Uncle Gerry(Gurney) 

01372 386921 (h) 
07740 866049 (m) 

Joint-Secs : 
FRB 

(Peter Hughes) 
01932 886747 (h) 
and   Tequil’ over  

(Richard Piercy) 
07730 202263 (m) 
01372 454907 (h) 
01372 455397 (r)  

(r) = recorded ! 
sh3@surreyh3.org 

 www.surreyh3.org 

Date 17 September 2017 

Hares Terminator, Sister 
Anna and D 

Venue Horton Country Park 

THE SURREY HASH COMES UP 
AGAINST  REAL RUNNERS:  

HONOURS EVEN 

D stands for Dormouse. Let 
us indeed lavish thanks and 
praise on our two heroines and 
their 150 years, but without the 
touch of the master this trail 
would have been distinctly less 
remarkable. Well, yes, the end 
was a let-down: an On In up 
Horton Lane on pavement was 
less than exciting, and to finish 
in under 65 minutes is not ideal 
(we could have gone north in 
the direction of Chessington 
and so rejoined the Park). But 
in all other respects this was a 
brilliantly ingenious use of 
both Horton Park and of 
Ashtead Common, with twists, 
turns and reversals to please the 
most demanding of critics.  

The sun did not come out 
until near the end of the trail, 
so that the numerous switches 
of direction left us guessing 
where we were and where we 
should go next. Well, I should 

MOA 1 

speak only for myself, 
though I do know the 
Common. Of the 96 or so 
trails I have laid, for this and 
other hashes, only some 5 or 
6 were with a co-hare, but by 
chance this was one venue 
where Atalanta and I set a 
trail  from the Seven Stars, 
and we certainly included 
the large pond today’s hares 
visited. The whole vista had 
Fotherington Thomas all 
misty-eyed as he considered 
its calm autumnal colours; to 
make up for such emotion he 
attempted to quote an absurd 
poem  rhyming 3 daughters 
with water and oughter 
whose words he could no 
longer remember. 

The early stretches of the 
trail went over meadows of 
long green grass making it 
very hard to locate the blobs 
of flour. At this stage 

Lonely, making a welcome 
return, was well out in front, but 
thereafter he lost his way. We 
also had numerous relations of 
the birthday girls, though most of 
those of the male sex preferred to 
keep Clever Trevor company 
while he toiled over his barbecue; 
it was largely the females who 
ran with us, very well indeed. 
Kirsty with a pooch was 
outstanding. 

Well, the GM had warned us we 
would encounter the local 
runners on their annual 
September 10 kilometre race. 
How serious they were! At least 
hashers retain a sense of fun, of 
enjoying themselves; these very 
earnest people gave no sign at all 
of pleasure. Yes, they were 
probably moving faster than most 
of us, but not at all in the spirit of 
a now forgotten poem: We swing 
ungirded hips, the rain is on our 
lips, and we run because we like 

it through the broad bright 
land. 

Well, Bonn Bugle was back at 
last as our RA, relegating Le 
Pro to the subordinate status of 
say Boris Johnson to Mrs May. 
She called the hares back in for 
another drink: since they had 
been quaffing a sparkling white 
wine they showed no signs of 
reluctance. The new Hash 
Flash (he with the eyebrows) 
was awarded a down-down, but 
as you will have noticed I can 
never remember what sins the 
culprits have committed. I was 
gratified to learn that Do You 
enjoyed my remarks about 
personal identity two weeks 
ago: we writers are absurdly 
pleased to learn we have 
readers. (Tell me about it! Teq) 

This week’s topic(s): 
tolerance and free speech. How 
far should the tolerant tolerate 
the intolerant? My own view is 
not at all, but I can quite see 

how others might not agree. 
Does free speech permit 
spoken or online bullying? 
Racist, homophobic, or 
misogynist rants? The lines 
must be carefully drawn; it 
has to be possible to disagree 
even when someone else 
becomes upset. There are 
people who are deeply 
disturbed to hear that little 
girls might not need to wear 
pink, or might enjoy 
mechanical toys; but that is 
obviously not the same as 
being on the receiving end of 
personal abuse. It is 
tempting to suppose that 
computers have compounded 
problems by permitting the 
foul mouthed anonymity; but 
poison pen letters are 
nothing new, and nor is 
human nastiness. 

The hash is a model of live 
and let live, with barracking 
kept to a good-humoured 

level and teasing invariably light-
hearted. Our strength is our 
diversity; we thrive on our 
differences Long may it remain 
so! And many thanks to our 
(three!) hares and to their 
families. 

 
ON ON!    FRB 

2214 



Receding Hare-Line 2017  Runs start at 11:00 

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details 

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: sh3@surreyh3.org 

Directions 

Run    2215  

Date   24 September 2017 

Hares Belcher, Veggie Queen 

Venue The Quarry, Betchworth Station 

On On  Red Lion, Betchworth 

P Code RH3 7BY 

OS TQ208512 

Scribe FRB 

2216 1 Oct Tosser Shackleford 

2217 8 Oct Chichester Joint Run Bramshott 

2218 15 Oct Strumpet, Hornblower Farley Heath 

2219 22 Oct One In the Eye ?? 

2220 29 Oct The Bounder?  

2221 4 Nov   

 

Our and Other Hash Events 2017 

Weekend 19-23rd October 2017  Portugal Away Hash 

IcePyck and Elle-TeeShirt have invited SH3 to a weekend at 
their Camping and Chalet site Rodondo near Tomar 
Portugal. Still places available: reply to RS email. 

Sunday 22nd October 2017  UK CAMRA Hash 

This year it is Berkshire Hash House Harriers’ turn to 
organise the joint Hash CAMRA run. The West Berkshire 
brewery, Yattendon is the venue for the run, so excellent 
beer, as well as wine and softies. There will be a form 
showing details and for registering. 

And … more (being updated) at Home page : 
“Events” i.e. 

http://www.surreyh3.org/sh3onsec/pages/
sh3onsec_events.php 

From the Cock Rbt go east along A25 towards Reigate for 2.5 
miles and turn left at Rbt onto B2032. 

Go over level crossing and take first left into car park. 

150th birthday BBQ 
Terminator and Sister Anna celebrated their joint 150th birthday with a 
BBQ, “Clever Curry”, drinks and general merriment at Horton Country Park. 

The jolly event, after the hash you may have already read about, and 
extolled by FRB (hmmm. What’s he on? : Teq), adds (or multiplies?) the two 
luvvlie’s ages together to arrive at 150. 

I am not going to attempt to mention each one of what must have been a 
cast of many; Most of both of the ladies families and extended families 
were “on Parade” under the expert eye of our own Chef de Quisine “Cleaver 
Trevor” (as one of his miss-spelled hash shirts insists), so the food and 
drinks they had so kindly provided was expertly prepared and served. A 
great THANKS from all of us! 

Apart from a surprise visit from “Form 3B (No Direction)”, who repeated 
their somewhat jaded four number set, with some random bits around the 
edges (“We’ve gotta get some new shit together!” to quote Frank Zappa; 
Who then produced “Bobby Brown” : so watch out!), there was a “searching” 
interview of The lovely Duo by our GMness; Chunderos. 

We learned; why they came to the hash, AND who made them come, that 
Sister Anna was there at SH3 run 5 or 6, and that Terminator turned out the 
whole of Portsmouth’s emergency services with a few spoonfulls of 
“anthrax” powder, and much, much more. Thanks all : great day. Teq 

I managed to avoid the 

“Road Run Inn” 

No idea why the hares didn’t ! 

<<<<<<<< 

Mrs Piercy convincing 
“The Guard” to arrest (Mr) 

Piercy 

THAT Interview! 

I thought THEY were supposed 
to do the DownDowns ! 

AND the R.A.T 

The CAUSE! 

Earns a Cuddle 

And Atty 

A Cake 


